Training intensity-dependent increases in corticospinal but not intracortical excitability after acute strength training.
The purpose of this study was to determine if the increases in corticospinal excitability (CSE) observed after one session of unilateral isometric strength training (ST) are related to changes in intracortical excitability measured by magnetic brain stimulation (TMS) in the in the trained and the contralateral untrained biceps brachii (BB) and if such changes scale with training intensity. On three separate days, 15 healthy young men performed one ST session of 12 sets of eight isometric contractions of the right elbow flexors at 0 (Control session), 25, or 75% of the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in a random order. Before and after each session separated at least by one week, motor evoked potential (MEP) amplitude, short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), contralateral silent period (SP) and intracortical facilitation (ICF) generated by TMS, were measured in the trained and the untrained BB. Compared to baseline, MEPs recorded from the trained BB increased by ~47% after training at 75% of MVC (P < 0.05) but not after training at 0% (~4%) or 25% MVC (~5%, both P > 0.05). MEPs in the untrained BB and SICI, SP, and ICF in either BB did not change. Therefore, acute high- but not low-intensity unilateral isometric ST increases CSE in the trained BB without modifications in intracortical inhibition or facilitation. Thus, increases in corticospinal neurons or α- α-motoneuron excitability could underlie the increases in CSE. Regardless of contraction intensity, acute isometric ST did not modify the excitability of the ipsilateral primary motor cortex measured by TMS.